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What's New in the?

DM Net Time & Watch
Administrator is a monitoring
application that can create
reports with the activity of other
users, such as used applications,
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visited websites, or typed words.
Monitoring tool with client and
server It consists of two
components, client and server,
and any of them or both can be
installed during setup. The server
gives control over machines
where the client module exists. If
both exist, then the
administrators can monitor and
restrict access to other PC users.
The communication method
between the server and clients
has to be established during
setup, which can be represented
by shared folders, named pipes,
or TCP sockets using a custom



port. Set up restrictions and log
events From the administrator's
control panel you can find out all
monitored and restricted PC
users, set up restrictions at any
time and on any days of the week,
enable a weekly cap, as well as
log activity for various events,
such as launched and closed
applications, URLs of visited
websites, or keyboard activity.
Screenshots can be captured and
saved automatically and regularly.
Moreover, you can enable user
warnings when starting the
monitor or scheduler, before
ending the monitor, and when



logon is denied. It's possible to
password-protect DM Net Time &
Watch Administrator, configure
web filters, analyze statistics for
any logged days, use a search
tool, as well as import and export
data. Evaluation and conclusion It
didn't put a strain on the
computer's performance in our
tests, thanks to the fact that it
needed a low amount of CPU and
RAM to work properly. No error
dialogs popped up and it didn't
hang or crash. The advanced
settings are fairly intuitive, and
you can learn more from an
integrated help manual. To



conclude, DM Net Time & Watch
Administrator brings powerful
options to the table for monitoring
and recording other users'
activity. DM Net Time & Watch
Administrator is a monitoring
application that can create
reports with the activity of other
users, such as used applications,
visited websites, or typed words.
Monitoring tool with client and
server It consists of two
components, client and server,
and any of them or both can be
installed during setup. The server
gives control over machines
where the client module exists. If



both exist, then the
administrators can monitor and
restrict access to other PC users.
The communication method
between the server and clients
has to be established during
setup, which can be represented
by shared folders, named pipes,
or TCP sockets using a custom
port. Set up restrictions and log
events From the administrator's
control panel you can find out all
monitored and restricted PC
users, set up restrictions at any
time and on any days of the week,
enable a weekly cap, as well as
log activity for various events,



such as launched and closed
applications, URLs of visited
websites,



System Requirements:

Windows 10 or later with
KB4481626 installed, otherwise
the screen will not show data.
Intel GFX: Radeon: AMD
Radeon™ HD 7850, 7870, 7870
GHz or newer AMD Radeon™ RX
460, RX 470, RX 570, RX 580 or
newer NVIDIA: GeForce® GTX
660, 675, 680, 710, 710A, 730,
720, 730A, 740, 750, 760, 680A,
680X2, 770, 780, 790, 770A,
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